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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	

area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project	Name

Address	 City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project.

	

2.	Why	does	the	project	merit	the	Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	(You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;	
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality.)

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE
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Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	
area	provided	on	the	original	form.

1.		Describe	the	underlying	values	and	goals	of	the	project.	What,	if	any,	signifcant	trade-offs	were	required	to	implement	the	project?

2.		Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?	
						How	many	people	are	served	by	the	project?

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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3.	Describe	the	key	elements	of	the	development	process,	including	community	participation	where	appropriate.

5.		Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings?

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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3.	Has	this	project	made	the	community	a	better	place	to	live	or	work?	If	so,	how?

4.	Would	you	change	anything	about	this	project	or	the	development	process	you	went	through?

COMMUNITY	REPRESENTATIVE	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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3.	How	might	this	project	be	instructive	to	others	in	your	profession?

		

4.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	this	project?	

PROFESSIONAL	CONSULTANT	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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3.	Describe	the	major	challenges	of	designing	this	project	and	any	design	trade-offs	or	compromises	required	to	complete	the	project.

4.	 	Describe	the	ways	in	which	the	design	relates	to	its	urban	context.

ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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SECTION	  6	  
	  

VISUAL	  REPRESENTATION	  
	  

ROOSEVELT	  PLAZA	  PARK	  
CAMDEN	  NJ	  

	  



Roosevelt Plaza Park

early 20th century

Roosevelt Plaza Park is downtown Camden’s central open space, located at the crossroads of three essential business 
corridors in downtown Camden and at the doorstep of City Hall.  The original plaza, shown above, was constructed during 
the New Deal Era in the earlier part of the 20th century.



Parkade Building

2009

In 1955, the park was redeveloped as the Parkade Building, a mixed-use parking structure serving the downtown and City Hall, with 
some offices and ground-floor retail. This structure, which quickly deteriorated after its construction, was demolished in June 2012.

The photo above is looking towards City Hall at the corner of Market Street and 5th.

City Hall



Roosevelt Plaza Park

2012

Phase I of Roosevelt Plaza Park’s revitalization began in June 2012 with the demolition of the Parkade Building, reintroducing 
75,000 square feet of open space into Camden’s downtown. The planning and redesign of the park was overseen by the Camden 
Redevelopment Agency (CRA).

The photo above is looking towards City Hall at the corner of Market Street and 5th.

City Hall



With a  limited construction and design budget, the phase 2 design team focused their efforts on several low-cost, easy to implement, 
high impact design interventions to demonstrate the potential of Roosevelt Plaza Park to become a destination for residents and visitors.
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While residents, employees, and visitors were glad to see Roosevelt Plaza Park return, a lack of amenities within the newly revitalized 
park resulted in a space that people walked “through” rather than “to”. Inspired by examples of new, active public spaces in other post 
industrial centers, Cooper’s Ferry Partnership teamed with Group Melvin Design and Sikora Wells Appel for phase 2, implementing low-
cost, high impact amenities to create the Roosevelt Plaza “Pop-Up” Park.

Click here for an introductory 
video of the Park’s construction 
and key features.

http://youtu.be/cVRCOLyd7fw


The Roosevelt Plaza “Pop-Up” Park’s signature design elements are repurposed Industrial Bulk Container (IBC) totes, containers which 
are designed to ship liquids throughout the globe. Sourced entirely from local Camden industrial businesses, the totes provide a 
flexible building block for creating planters, canopies, and interactive light structures that speak directly to Camden’s proud history as a 
manufacturing/industrial town.



With the involvement of the art collective New American Public Art, the IBC towers were transformed into an interactive art and lighting 
display. At night, the tote towers cast a soothing blue light across the plaza space. Once approached, the base of the towers slowly turns 
purple, and then orange, like the warm glow from a hearth.

Click here to learn more 
about the interactive 
art and light display.

http://vimeo.com/105998363
http://vimeo.com/105998363


Cafe tables and umbrellas, custom designed planters, and a piano greet lunchtime visitors in the Grove, a section of the pop-up park 
designed to give people a place to meet-up, have a meal, rest, and listen to music at the outdoor piano.



The design of the park incorporated a refurbished outdoor piano as a place for anyone to sit, play a a few bars, and relax. The act of 
playing music transcends the social boundaries of class, income, race, and language, and the outdoor piano has attracted musicians of 
all stripes - from the homeless, to local office workers, even children learning to play their first tune.

Click here to hear a sample 
of the outdoor piano being 
played in the park

https://soundcloud.com/gmd_design/piano-sample-rpp


Designers placed a large, 12 foot wide chalkboard at the center of City Hall to collect resident hopes, dreams, and feedback in order to 
help the park evolve to better serve residents and visitors of the City.



Picnic tables with large blue umbrellas line the sidewalk along Market Street, providing a space for outdoor eating just steps from a 
burgeoning restaurant corridor.



Moveable seating, such as the blue adirondack chairs on the lawn of the park, have proven themselves to be one of the most flexible, 
best loved parts of the pop-up park, as well as the least expensive element of its design (at a cost of approximately $15 each).



An outdoor concert and light show held in mid-September proved that small programmed events can have a major impact in drawing 
visitors from the City’s neighborhoods, surrounding suburbs, and other nearby cities.



The pop-up park also serves as a flexible stage for imaginative events. The photo above shows the light tower veranda anchoring a fall 
festival that included games, performances, stilt walkers, clowns, and activities for local children and families.



The pop-up park invites flexibility and creative play. Even simple elements such as oversized games, hula hoops, and frisbees were 
successful in drawing families and visitors to the park.



“I’ve lived here in Camden a 
total of 27 years, and we’ve never 
had anything like this. The City 
of Camden has been neglected 
for so long because we are like 
“the bad people”...and to have 
somebody just care enough to 
give this - it’s the smallest thing, 
but it’s the biggest thing”.

Jennifer is a Camden Special Services District employee and resident of the City. Her job is to make sure the park is clean and safe for 
all visitors, yet her passion for the park and it’s visitors has made her an invaluable adopted member of the design team. Jennifer has 
used her on-the-ground presence to help fill out surveys, answer visitor questions, and to help designers collect feedback from everyday 
residents.

Click here to watch an 
extended interview with 
Jennifer

http://youtu.be/QkzldmYr-g0


Kevin the Kiteman became a regular visitor to the pop-up park shortly after installation. Kevin has a passion for kites and the impact the 
act of flying a kite has on individuals of all ages. Kevin regularly teaches younger children at the park how to fly kites, utilizing the park’s 
wide open lawn and excellent views, a rarity in Camden neighborhoods with little to no open space, as a stage for empowering and 
uplifting young people.

Click here to watch an 
extended interview with 
Kevin the Kiteman

“Kites is what really brings me here, because 
this brings families together - children, to the 
old, they all fly, they all have fun. This builds 
your self-esteem because when you flying it, 
you feel so good about your accomplishments, 
this is something you’re doing. A kid, two years 
old was just flying a kite. Don’t say you can’t do 
it, you can do anything you put your mind to”.

http://youtu.be/A334Cf28oiU


“It’s just good to see some 
positivity in the City. 
Everybody comes here to have 
fun - parents come, let their 
kids play...it’s more enjoyable 
now, this brings unity”.

Tamia and her mother Pat used to pass through the park everyday on their way home from the nearby Settlement Music School where 
Tamia is enrolled. They never stopped in the park before, but with the introduction of the phase 2 pop-up installations, this mother and 
daughter duo made visits to the pop-up park a regular part of their evening routine. Tamia, a pianist, has been particularly excited by the 
outdoor piano, and learned how to fly a kite at the pop-up.



“We’re here everyday, just to 
sit, meet-up, and sit around, 
laugh and talk, have a little 
lunch, breakfast, you know...
the restaurant across the street 
is getting our money every 
morning”!

These four friends have made the Pop-Up Park a destination where they regularly get together to talk, laugh, share stories, and meet old 
friends who just happen to “pop-up” at the pop-up park! They love the variety of seating, places, and people they meet at the park.

Click here to watch an 
extended interview with 
the friends

http://youtu.be/VL8QvgBEPSA


Visitor Number Percentage
Women 851 40.6%
Men 1,213 57.9%
Kids 31 1.5%

Total Visitors 2,095

Average Daily Visitors (PM) 104.7

Average Visitors (per hour) 34.9

Activity Women Women (%) men Men (%) Kids Kids (%)
Standing 148 17.4% 465 38.3% 8 25.8%
Sitting 347 40.8% 486 40.1% 0 0.0%
Eating/drinking 133 15.6% 126 10.4% 2 6.5%
Cel phone/reading 31 3.6% 54 4.5% 2 6.5%
Napping 9 1.1% 34 2.8% 0 0.0%
Playing 6 0.71% 49 4.04% 6 19.4%

The phase 2 team is using on-the-ground mapping surveys, visitor surveys, feedback postcards, 
interviews with local residents, and timelapse video to collect information on how the park is being 
used now, and how it could be improved in the future. This data will help inform both future pop-
up park installations and permanent capital improvements.

Click here to watch a 
sample of timelapse 
photography at the park.

http://youtu.be/4dF66AgbJeM


The Postcard Box Survey, custom-designed and affixed to a central tote planter in the park, invites visitors to leave comments telling the 
phase 2 team what they love about the Roosevelt Plaza Pop-Up Park now, and what they would like to see at the park in the future.
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	SECTION 6

	At-a-Glance Name: Roosevelt Plaza Park 
	At-a-Glance Address: 5th Street in between Market Street & Federal Street
	At-a-Glance Question 1: Roosevelt Plaza Park is a central metropolitan open space in the City of Camden, historically one of America's poorest and most dangerous cities. Reclaiming this important civic space was possible by investing in removal of decaying existing infrastructure, transforming this once dilapidated area into a vibrant public center of activity. For generations at the turn of the century, Roosevelt Plaza served as the main civic space for this once teeming industrial city. The shift of industry and population at the dawn of the automobile age led to the ill-conceived 1955 development known as The Parkade Building, which replaced the park with parking -- a huge structure in the very heart of the city directly in front of City Hall. As an important component in the strategy to reposition and re-vision the City with a view towards the future, the Roosevelt Plaza Park Initiative in the early 2000s set out to demolish the dilapidated parking structure, to recover and re-center the city through the development of a transit-centric public space that, in the words of one of its citizens, serves as a “welcome mat” and central point of reference for major adjoining employment clusters, as well as city residents.  Roosevelt Plaza Park is nestled into a 1.6 acre site in the heart of downtown Camden, New Jersey. The park is centrally located at the crossroads of many Camden anchor institutions -- Rutgers University, Cooper Hospital, Cooper Medical School of Rowan, the Camden County Hall of Justice and the downtown retail district.  The park's location and proximity to major public transportation hubs -- including the Walter Rand Transportation Center, NJ Transit's RiverLINE lightrail, and PATCO high speed line stops to Philadelphia -- make this space accessible not only to the local community but to all who visit the City of Camden.  Prior to the initial investment of the demolition of the parking structure, the space was unsightly, dilapidated, and created a barrier between City Hall and many other important locations in the heart of downtown.  However, the space was transformed into a successful park that transformed downtown Camden into a destination where people can now come to view the public art, enjoy lunch at one of the colorful tables and chairs, relax in the shade, gather with one another and practice piano. With strong coordination between the City of Camden, the Camden Redevelopment Agency, local economic development non-profit Cooper’s Ferry Partnership, the project was instituted by first razing the parking structure, then planning, developing and implementing a new open space with pavers, pedestrian walks, sidewalks, benches, grass, and trees. Once open in June 2013, Phase 2 commenced Summer 2014 to animate the space with a temporary “pop up park”, providing the Camden community with exciting possibilies for what the park could yet become. With reclaimed materials, public art, tables, chairs, and lots of community participation, the pop-up park at Roosevelt Plaza has been an achievement by a visionary team of organizers, planners, builders and artists who worked together to create a safe, vibrant civic spaces that acts as an anchor for Camden's transformation.  The pop up park brings new art, landscaping, lighting, and seating to this very visible plaza located in front of Camden's City Hall – transforming the space into a space that residents, employees and visitors can enjoy. The continued improvement and animation of Roosevelt Plaza Park represents the rebirth of the City of Camden itself, with blight being replaced by a world-class civic space for residents and visitors alike. 
	At-a-Glance City/State/Zip: Camden/NJ/08103
	At-a-Glance Question 2: Roosevelt Plaza Park merits the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence because of the achievement in the face of numerous obstacles as well as the innovative approaches used. The development of Roosevelt Plaza Park was possible in the center of one of America's poorest and most dangerous cities because of the strength of the community, the City itself and the anchor instutions dedicated to Camden's revitalization. By using  community engagement, innovative design, sustainability, and most recently, creative placemaking, the new Roosevelt Plaza Park is an example of project development in low-income urban areas, and a point of pride for the City itself.  Prior to the construction of the park, the plot of land was a run down dilapidated parking garage filled with asbestos. Over many years with hard work, the old parking garage was transformed into an open space seamlessly tied into the urban fabric of the city by creating a destination where its citizens can view the public art, enjoy lunch at one of the colorful tables and chairs, relax in the shade, and gather for events. The new amenities not only transform the physical presence of the space but also provide new opportunities that encourage residents, students and employees to reclaim a central civic space in the heart of the city.  The increased number of people in the park, both day and night, are helping to create a more safe and vibrant civic space in Downtown Camden, aiding the community in its quest to make their City safer block by block. It is critical that Roosevelt Plaza Park receives the support it needs to ensure that the amenities in the space become a permanent fixtures for the community, so that it remains a positive civic destination in a city that is in dire need of positive secure spaces.  As part of the Strategic Revitalization Plan of the City of Camden, the revitalization of Roosevelt Plaza Park will help to leverage private investment in one of New Jersey’s most economically depressed urban centers. Tapping into its enviable transit infrastructure, the park will attract investment along the commercial corridors that border the park. With increased open space and commercial activity, Roosevelt Plaza Park will serve as a catalyst for jobs and tax-ratables. Indeed, Rutgers University has already broken ground on a new nursing school immediately to the south. The plaza’s urban-architectural design lays out a master plan for the surrounding streets and building blocks to create an “urban room” that framed by dense mixed-use redevelopment will plant the seed for the downtown’s return to relevance and vitality. Currently, the pocket park and future design of the park stands as a testament to what all urban parks can look like and what the future holds for Camden’s public spaces. Some of the features in Roosevelt Plaza Park include: colorful tables and chairs, shade structures, an outdoor piano, enhanced landscaping and new lighting units that double as public art. The design was customized for the City of Camden and Cooper's Ferry Partnership by using intermediate bulk container (IBC) totes, which have been commonly used by Camden industries as transportation containers.  The recycled totes, acquired from Kelly Drums, a local Camden business, are more than public art. They are pieces that have been repurposed to create pillars that represent strength, stability and beauty. In the evening they transform into interactive lighting units that light up the night, encourage people to engage with the space and one another, and most importantly, to represent hopes for the positive transformation of the city.   With over 80 percent of Americans choosing to live in urban centers, access to public space is vital for a successful urban core. Nationally, growing investment in place-based initiatives is showing an increased benefits in helping to resolve critical quality of life concerns and in transforming peoples’ perception of place. Roosevelt Plaza Park in the City of Camden is a symbol of what is possible, given dedicated community engagement along strong municipal and anchor institution support. 
	Project Description Question 1: Roosevelt Plaza Park was not only intended as space to beautify Camden’s urban core, but also to provide a place where the community can come together.  The goal of the park is to provide positive public space that bring together differing and the overlapping needs of various users within the community.  As a gateway to the city, Roosevelt Plaza Park is a crossroads for thousands of residents, students, employees and visitors who walk through the space each day. The new pocket park includes numerous moveable amenities that add a pop of color to Camden's downtown, while also helping to create and encourage safe civic spaces where diverse groups of people can gather outside in a safe and attractive space in the city. The temporary park, funded by the generous support of the William Penn Foundation, is the result of a visionary team with bold ideas about how to get residents, students, and employees to reimagine the public realm and the future of civic spaces in Camden.  The overall goal of this new creative placemaking project is to encourage city residents, employees, students and visitors to utilize and enjoy safe public spaces in the city of Camden together. Additionally, improvements to the park seek to entice more residents, employees, students, and cyclists along the Camden GreenWay – part of The Circuit, the region’s developing trail network aiming to connect 750 miles of trails across Greater Philadelphia and New Jersey – to visit and use the city's civic spaces.  The future of Camden depends on creating safe, public spaces that can improve the quality of life for all residents, employees and students; this is just one example of what projects like this can do for the City of Camden.  However, the improvements made to the park, as Phase 2 of the development, are temporary.  Funding is crucial to permanently affix the features and amenities into the park and to maintain a security presence.  
	Project Description Question 2: From the beginning, the team wanted to create a space that was specific and unique to the City of Camden. The vision was to enhance the existing space by designing a park that reflected Camden’s unique industrial past while showcasing its transformative present, and also its bright future.  The increased number of people in the park continue to help create a more safe and vibrant civic space in Downtown Camden. Although the space is in its infancy, the park is already yielding numerous benefits that are pumping new life into the city’s urban core. Residents and visitors are now able to enjoy a secure public space where they can have lunch outside, talk and gather, while also enjoying the public art and the attractive grounds. The park has provided space for community events in the evenings, and on the weekends, including free concert from local youth and talent testing out on the piano.  The park will also be the location for the City  of Camden's tree lighting celebration that will be held in mid December.  As stated before, the increased number of people in the park, both day and night, are helping to create a more safe and vibrant civic space in the urban core, a critical component to the revitalization of the Camden. Thus, it is critical that this space and many more like it receive the support they need to remain beacons of positive civic change and safety in a city that is in dire need of secure attractive positive spaces.  The design of Roosevelt Plaza Park, however, was created specifically to be unique to Camden and to be meaningful to its community.  The team implemented a design concept that created a space that was unique to and reflective of Camden's past by installing the pop up park. The vision was to enhance the existing space by designing the park to reflect Camden’s industrial past by using the unique IBC (Intermediate Bulk Container) Totes.  The 4-foot plastic and metal cubes throughout the park are IBC Totes, reusable industrial containers used throughout the world for the transport and storage of liquids. Many businesses throughout the City of Camden work with IBC Totes, either cleaning and reselling them or as shipping containers for their products.   The design team repurposed the totes as planters and columns and then commissioned New American Public Art to create the interactive lighting feature. In addition to acting as public lighting and art, the totes are the building blocks of a unique shade structure and interactive experience that is helping to attract people back to the space.  Also used are the tables, chairs and shade units that are up today which provide simple elements that enrich the space while also allowing the public to test out the improvements to see what works and what doesn’t before implementing more substantial renovations.  Furthermore, the park serves numerous users.  Camden is home to over 12,000 students between Rutgers-Camden, Rowan University, Camden County College, and Cooper Medical School of Rowan.  These educational institutions alone employ over 5,000 employees.  Camden also serves as the county seat, providing employment to thousands of county and state employees.  Furthermore, over 30,000 Camden residents reside within the one squire mile radius of Roosevelt Plaza Park.  The park is centrally situated where diverse users from all walks of life can be brought together in one highly visible civic space.  
	Project Description Question 3: Phase 1 of Roosevelt Plaza Park included the razing of the dilapidated parking structure and the creation of an open space to include grass, trees, benches, pavers, pedestrian walk ways and sidewalks.  Phase 2 was the animation of this open space, including the innovative pop-up park.  The vision was always to enhance the existing space by designing a pop up park that reflected Camden’s industrial past while also showcasing its future. This includes the creative use of the 4-foot plastic and metal IBC Totes throughout the park, as central public art structures, which have been used by businesses throughout the City of Camden as shipping containers for their products.  The totes store mass quantities of liquid, that have been repurposed by Camden-based Kelly Drums and are being used as planters and lighting units around the park space. The lighting units utilize motion sensors to produce an interactive and colorful experience for visitors at night. Lighting features are programmed to activate at sundown to ensure a safe and enjoyable user experience at night. The tables, chairs and shade units that are up today are simple elements that enrich the space while also allowing the public to test out the improvements to see what works and what doesn’t before implementing more substantial renovations.  Group Melvin Design and Sikora Wells Appel developed the concept of using the totes as the central landscaping and lighting theme in the park. The design team repurposed the totes as planters and columns and then commissioned New American Public Art to create the interactive lighting feature. The revitalization of Roosevelt Plaza Park is part of an initiative by the City of Camden to implement vital environmental projects, including development of the Camden GreenWay and numerous park-planning initiatives to help to positively impact the environmental health and wellbeing of the city and its residents.  Many stakeholders and partners came together to implement the pop-up park in Roosevelts Plaza Park.  Instrument to the park’s proposal and designed include, the City of Camden (specifically the Department of Public Works) Camden Special Services District,  the Metro PD, Allied Burton Security, Group Melvin Design, Sikora Wells Appel, New American Public Art, and at Cooper’s Ferry Partnership. The park will be maintained daily by the CSSD and patrolled in the evenings by AlliedBarton. The design team will be observing Roosevelt Plaza Park for the remainder of the year to see which elements of the park work best and which could be improved in order to move to Phase 3 (the permanent development of the park). Community feedback is also critical to the development of the park space. You will notice that throughout the park there are feedback cards and boxes. We encourage everyone to let us know what they think about the space and what they would like improved for the future. An extensive data collection process will evaluate how park users are interacting with the new amenities and space. This effort will include user surveys, time-lapse imagery, and mapping, which will guide future park improvements.
	Project Description Question 4: The financing for the development of Roosevelt Plaza Park came from multiple sources.  Funding sources include private foundations, the City of Camden, local, county, state and federal agencies.  Resources from the funding sources were used for the (1) purchasing of the space, (2) the demolition and asbestos abatement of the Parkade, (3) the design and construction of the park, and (4) the implementing of the pop up park.  To date, over 11 million dollars has been invested into the redevelopment of Roosevelt Plaza Park.  Phase 3 calls for another 2 to 3 million for the implementation of innovative structures to transform the space into a truly unique focal point for Camden's Downtown Core. Funding has derived from private foundations and multiple State and Federal agencies.  Funding sources include: (1) the Economic Recovery Board, a source of funding that has been allocated by the New Jersey Economic Development Authority for projects specifically in Camden in the amount of 3 million dollars ; (2) New Jersey Green Acres initiative supported by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in the amount of 2.4 million dollars; (3) The Delaware River Port Authority, that supports projects within its jurisdiction, which include Camden in the amount of 2 million dollars; (4) The Urban Enterprise Zone, funding supported by the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs for distressed communities throughout New Jersey in the amount of 240 thousand dollars; (5) Community Development Block Grant, which has been provided by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development in the amount of 70 thousand dollars; (6) The State Treasury in the amount of 1.4 million dollars; and finally (7) the William Penn Foundation in the amount of 150 thousand dollars.  The City of Camden, CRA and Cooper's Ferry worked tirelessly, through there development teams, to identify suitable state, federal, and private sources to fund different aspects of the project.  These three entities work in collaboration by pooling and coordinating their resources to attract the necessary funding for the Roosevelt Plaza Park project.  Furthermore, Camden's unique designation, identified as an Urban Enterprise Zone, has allowed for state funding that would not ordinarily be available to other municipalities.  Last, the City of Camden and Cooper's Ferry has leveraged their relationships to receive funding from multiple local agencies, including the Delaware River Port Authority, and private foundations, the William Penn Foundation, in order to raise the adequate funds to get Phase 1 and 2 of the project completed.  
	Project Description Question 5: The new amenities not only transform the physical presence of the space but also provide new opportunities that encourage residents, students and employees to re-imagine and reclaim a central civic space. The park is maintained by the Camden Special Services District which cleans, maintains, and staffs Roosevelt Plaza Park 7 days a week to ensure sustainability. The park is also patrolled throughout the evening by the Camden County Metro Police Department and Allied Barton officers to ensure safety.  The creation of the attractive and secured space provide a model for new opportunities to encourage residents, students and employees to reclaim a central civic spaces throughout the city.  Bringing these communities together is vital for the positive growth of Camden. The increased number of people in the park continue to help create a more safe and vibrant civic space in Downtown Camden, allowing its residents and visitors a safe space to enjoy while conducting business, passing through to class, or visiting one of Camden's Waterfront Attractions. Investing in economic development projects, such as this one, fosters “placemaking” in underutilized lots that have become too common in Camden.  This is a critical model that must be replicated throughout Camden because it allows underutilized open spaces to be transform from once dilapidated areas into vibrant public centers of activity, which increase the security and overall wellbeing of the city.  Roosevelt Plaza Park represents immense opportunity not only for those who will utilize its spaces but for the revitalization of the City of Camden as a whole. The development of Roosevelt Plaza Park represents transformation, community engagement, innovative design, sustainability, and most importantly, civic placemaking for a safer and more vibrant city.  The investment in Roosevelt Plaza Park has not only physically transformed the space but also provides the community new opportunities to reclaim a central civic space in the heart of the city that will work to change perception of Camden's urban core.  The increased number of people in the park, both day and night, are helping to create a more safe and vibrant civic space in Downtown Camden, aiding the community in its quest to take back the city block by block.  This model must be replicated throughout the City of Camden to reinvigorate its communities and to increase the creation and the use of positive public spaces. Thus, it is critical that this park receives the support it needs to ensure that the space remains a positive civic destination in a city that is in dire need of more secure spaces. It has become clear that the future of Camden is more than just the investment in bricks and mortar. It is about creating opportunities to improve the social fabric of the city by creating spaces like Roosevelt Plaza Park that will strengthen a sense of place, improve public safety, and contribute to the overall economic vitality of the city.  
	Community Rep Question 3: Yes on both accounts.  The development of Roosevelt Plaza Park has added greenery to a once very grey and concrete area.  The removal of the garage structure has connected major places of interests such as Camden City Hall to public transportation, the Hall of Justice, Cooper Hospital, and the Rutgers Campus.  Also, it represents a new found pride in our downtown through the design and implementation of the art work, which represents Camden's industrial past, provided during the pop up park phase of the development.  The space is now teeming with activity, including folks who work in many of the government agencies surrounding the park, the students at the nearby university campuses, students from the nearby Leap Academy and residents of Camden and the Cooper Grant Neighborhood.  The park creates another "safe space" in downtown Camden which overall is a major win for the City and its inhabitants.  The creation of attractive spaces in Camden is critical to the neighborhoods growth and success, making this project extremely important to its communities.
	Community Rep Question 4: No, not really.  The only thing that I would change would be the ability to quickly transition from the pop up park phase to the final development phase.  Once the pop up park is removed in December it may represent to the community "yet another" abandonment. Another perceived abandonment to a community that has been fighting blight for the past five decades is defeating and could stifle momentum.  Thus, The implementation of phase 3 is crucial.
	Consultant Question 3: The combination of the demolition and creation of the new park provided several challenges and rewards for Pennoni.  The demolition of a five-story building spanning a full city block in an urban area in close proximity to surface and subsurface mass transit presents multiple challenges and the need for early planning with several stakeholders.   Phased lane closures and traffic detours were necessary, requiring input from NJ Transit and the City Engineer for alterations to traffic signals.  The work also required pedestrian detour plans which had to maintain ADA compliance for each of the detours paths.  Vibration monitoring of the subway located within the 5th Street right-of-way was coordinated with PATCO and the Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA).  Significant utility service disconnections were required and had to be coordinated with the City Public Works Department and United Water of Camden.  Rodent control during demolition was a significant concern of the City and a site specific rodent control plan was developed for the project.  Construction management was also provided by Pennoni and was a very important element of our services as the entirety of the demolition was performed immediately outside of City Hall.  Daily issues such as noise, dust control, traffic control, and worker health and safety were strictly monitored.  The project was clearly very high profile with a number of unique requirements which provided invaluable experience to the Pennoni project team.  These design and public relations challenges would be a useful learning tool for anyone in the engineering profession.The Roosevelt Park base plan was prepared with a very restrictive engineering and construction budget, and had to be completed in time to award the construction immediately after the completion of the demolition phase.  There were a number of park elements which were desired but simply could not be included with this initial phase due to budget.   The collaborative selection of the park elements to be included with the base contract was an exercise in flexibility for both Pennoni and the CRA.  The learning experience with this phase of the project was clearly the need to provide a functional and inviting park space without the ability to include some of the more enticing park elements.  We believe this goal was achieved through our understanding of the construction cost of the priority park components, and our ability to educate the stakeholders to gain "buy-in" for the base park place-holder with the understanding that future park components could be added under a future contract.    This process was certainly educational for all involved, and likewise would be instructional for those in the engineering profession.
	Consultant Question 4: The project is a very successful example of Reclamation of a blighted facility to an inviting public park for residents and visitors to the City.  The current park is particularly notable considering the lack of funds and the need to separate the project into multiple small phases.  The park appears as if the current project was the original vision when the CRA originally set out to remove the Parkade building.  The reality is the park has been an evolution of different concepts with the initial concept being that of a grand space encompassing several properties in addition to the Parkade parcel.  The current Roosevelt Park is a great example of collaboration between engineer and stakeholders to achieve the best value with the available funding.The severe lack of available funds can also be pointed out as the biggest disappointment associated with the overall project.  While all of the above testimony to the project success is absolutely valid,  the need to piecemeal the project creates notable additional effort for design, permitting , bidding, and construction administration which could have been streamlined with the ability to bid the project as one phase. As noted, the Park will likely undergo additional improvements in future phases to achieve the ultimate vision of the space.   This multi-phased effort will result in additional inefficiencies with the need to repeat design, bidding, and construction tasks which could have been consolidated into one unified effort.  Additionally, the ultimate park vision has clearly been delayed as a result of the need to implement the project elements in smaller phased contracts.  The inefficient, but necessary project approach is certainly not unique to Roosevelt Park, and this application is being prepared in large part due to the need for assistance to enable the CRA to complete the vision through assistance from Cooper's Ferry Partnership to implement future phases of improvements.
	Archtiect Question 3: Challenges encountered during phase 2 design and implementation included a tight budget ($30,000), an exceptionally short schedule (under 3 months from kick-off to installation), and the experimental use of several elements (such as the IBC totes, interactive art, and the piano). Addressing these challenges required hands-on involvement from the design team, creative problem solving on the fly, and customized solutions.  However, the results of this fast-paced and constrained process are a vibrant and lively park unlike any other in the world.  Without the understanding that this phase was meant to be temporary and experimental, many of the design elements would not have made it into the final plan.  A tight budget allowed the use of unconventional items, such as outdoor rugs and porch gliders that are generally intended for residential use.  Lightweight blue plastic Adirondack chairs, purchased from the manufacturer for less than $15 a piece, ended up being one of the most loved and most informative pieces of the design.  Perhaps the most compelling item that arose due to a desire to create a big impact within a limited budget was the inclusion of IBC totes throughout the park.  Interactive elements were deemed a high priority from the beginning of the design process, but when an artists’ collective who could assist with interactive art and lighting was identified only three weeks before the install, project elements were shuffled and budget was re-allocated to include this important element in the design.  
	Archtiect Question 4: To achieve a design that spoke to Camden’s present, hopeful future, and impressive past, the design team searched for local inspiration.  We were aesthetically influenced by the wide array of buildings downtown, many excellent examples of the architectural styles of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and by the diverse downtown community of businesses, residents, and institutional uses. In our approach, we emulated the romantic optimism of the original New Deal-era park that once existed on the site.  And, we were impressed to discover that industry is still alive and well in Camden, which drove the team to explore locally sourced materials. In the design stage, the team visited several recycling businesses in Camden, exploring what items might be creatively re-purposed from their intended uses and what might even be recovered from the waste-stream.  Several types of containers are collected, cleaned, processed, refurbished, recycled into component materials, and resold nation-wide from these Camden businesses.  For the purposes of the pop-up park, the design team gravitated towards IBC (Intermediate Bulk Container) totes, which are roughly 4’ cubes that are used to transport liquids.  The galvanized-steel grid cages of the totes reflect the art deco architecture of City Hall, and the plastic insert ‘bottles’ diffuse light beautifully. Through a little creative re-working, different types of IBC totes became planters, signage, foundations, and lighted towers.  Where creating a foundation suitable to support shade sails in very windy conditions would have been cost-prohibitive, the totes provided opportunity to build a bespoke structure.  The 33-tote structure included an interactive lighting experience created by New American Public Art called Blue Hour.  The artists modified the totes with LED lighting and motion sensors.  At night, when the park is still, the structure glows a cool blue, but when people move through the space their motion activates the lighting, causing the lights to warm into a soft orange tone.  The color change is reminiscent of the light the hour after sunset and the glow from a hearth.  It reminds visitors of the warmth that can be felt just by being in the presence of others and feeling the glow of sharing in community.  Through the creation of the pop-up and the connection of users to the daily life of the park, the experiment has engaged a new community, and has provided evidence of the positive results that world class public space in Camden might produce. 


